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Nous Ctudions une condition nkessaire, k%oncCe par Straubin 
1 sans etoiie appartienne au niveau dcux de la hikarchie de ~on~at~~atio~ de Straubin 
Nous prouvons que la condi est suflkante pour les langa es dont fe monoi’de syntaxique e 
un monoi’de inversif A deux rateurs inversifs. 
Abstract. We investigate a necessary condition, enounced by Straubing, for a star-free re 
language to have dot-depth two. We prove that the condition is sufficient for languages whose 
syntactic monoid is an inverse monoid with two inverse generators. 
This paper is a contribution to the study of a famous problem of formal language 
theory, which was introduced by Brzozowski and Cohen in 1971. They proposed a 
hierarchy of star-free languages in A+ based on the concatenation product, called 
the dot-depth hierarchy. The dot-depth of a language can be seen as a measure of 
complexity for this language. Straubing defined a closely related hierarchy of star-free 
languages in A*, which we are going to use. Its level 0 consists of 
set, and its (n + 1).th level is the boolean algebra generated by 
form LoalL, . . . a&, k 2 0, where the Qi’S are letters and the Li’s are languages in 
level n. Although the definition oft is hierarchy is very natural, the question of the 
decidability of its different levels beyond level one has remained open. 
Interest in this problem has been revived in recent years when connections have 
been established between rational languages and formal lo ic on the one han 
boolean circuit co xity on the other hand. 
Biichi [6] show at rational languages are exactly those lan 
described by a sentence of the weak monadic second 
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quantifiers, corresponds exactly to the dot- 
&ien [l] 
programs, which are non-seq 
that a language LE (0, 1)” 
unbounded fan-in family of boolean circuits 
some aperiodic monoid. 
As we said, only the de 
+. It turned out to be a very d ving all the techniques 
contribution to the study 
Different charactefizations of level two 
leads to an algorithm, in a recent work 
condition for a langaaag 
for languages over a two-letter alphabet. investigate thi.- condition in the case 
monoids). 
s considered in this paper are either free or finite. 
s first review some definitions and classical facts about languages and 
is the least class of languages over 
certain classes of Ian 
er’s results are ill~strat 
of finite monoids closed under division and finite direct product, a 
L) is in the corres 
aperiodic monoids; the variety of finit 
exists a finite algorithm to decide, given a finite monoid 
the variety of finite 
2.1. DeJirritic:: of the dot-depth ierarchy 
The dot-depth hierarchy was originally introduce by Brxozowski and Cohen 
[2,3] for languages in A+. Straubing [25] proposed the definition of a similar 
hierarchy for languages in A *. It is this definition that we are going to use. If 
a finite alphabet, set A* TO = (0, A*} and for all n 2 1, let A* Vn+, be the boo 
closure of the languages of the form L,-,altl . . . akLk where k 2 0, the ai’s are in 
and the L,‘s in A*“lr,. 
Each V,, is a *-variety and we denote by 
shall say that a language L over A (resp. a finite 
berger product [24]. 
,a 
e languages of 
sit io in and Straubing [17)). ,=O 
generated by the power monoids of JQrio 
Unfortunately, the results of positions 2.3 and 2.4 do no 
decidable. In fact, the 
i.e., the dccidabiiity o 
through the special case of inverse m~noids is justified by the following remark. 
Apart from the fact that this supplementary constraint may well simplify the problem 
and make it more manageable it is to be noted that the classical proof of Proposition 
2.1 actually exhibits a sequence of inverse monoids of increasing dot-depth. What 
littie is known about the higher leve?s of the hierarchy, is known for inverse monoids. 
Straubing [26] proved a partial result of decidability for the second lev 
er to state it, we need a few definitions. 
finite monoid a its set of idempotents. If x, y E we write x G3y if 
the set of elements m of 
--classes of triples (e, m, f) such that e, m E 
uct of two consecutive arrows (e, m,, f) an (f, m2, g) is (e, m,fm2, g). 
es ite 
Finally, if ml, 
2.3. e ccpse of inverse monoids 
Recall +rlat & monoia is inverse iff, for eat there exists a unique m’ 
such that mm’m = m and m’mm’= m’. Then m’ is called the inverse of m and is 
denoted by m-l. The following proposition is standard. 
CO . Let be a monoid and m, rn’ E 
( 1) If *M is i.nverse, en !m_‘)-’ = .m and (_?nm’)-’ = ,m’--‘6I. 
d the idempotents commute in 
is inverse, there exists a unique idempotent e (resp. $ ) that is S- (resp. 
e = mm-’ (resp. f = m-‘m). 
of partial one-to-e 
transformation m from Q, onto Q2 in 
then .M is an inverse monoid. In that case, the idempotents of 
partial identities in 
If A is an alphabet and 
uA)*andaEA,byT=l, 
a set of inverse gerierators for 
iff, for each e in 
E en IiE = 1. . . m, for so l,‘--‘, .i r eat 
1 s is n, my’ 9 mi, SC, that rnL1 E P,. us, m-‘= m,' . . . is also in inally, 
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(Q?nQ)=-’ = m%, so that (Q 4% co Y9 Q e is a 
et denote the class 
is easily checked that 
at e t 
. If is a rSQ aid 
e conjecture that the c se of CorolPary 2. 
The rest of the paper is devoted to t roof of eorem 2.11. 
3.1. 
3~ use monoid. and 
is called the right sChik?i?nbQrgQr 
are partial one-to-one fractions on R and, for all 
1 transformation of the one in 
w that for all r, r’E R 
, we have K1 = r’t=‘-’ 
$s. In pa~i~u~ar, since 
enough to prove Theorem 2.11 when 
3.2. inverse etutomata 
If w E (A v A)“, we denote by wa the set of letters a of such that either a or 
ii occurs in w. Let A? be an inverse automaton on with state set Q, let 
transition monoid and let p be the canonical projection from ( 
e following conditions are equivalent : 
and both q . w and q’ . w are defined in J$ (q, qk 
there exists u E (A v A)* such that ucy c we and q. u = q’, then q = q’. 
q’ . w$ = q’. Further, for e 
and hence an idempotent. 
The proof of Theorem 2.11 
on A=(a,b) and * 
dot-depth 2, Note 
e shall tail invexe kw7w 
permute the labels of the edge 
For instance, QCT = 
inverse automaton on 
b 
Fig. 4. 
can occur at most once in a inverse automa on, and it is clear that not all 
can occur in the same auto n. For instant 5) both allow re 
the word ab, and hence cannot occur in the same inverse aut~rnat~~. 
It will be enough to construct, up to an inverse isomor sm, all maximal 
inverse automata on A, inverse 
automaton on . Indeed, if 23 is a subautomatan of d, then the 
transition monoid of 93 divides the transi 
transitions. In fact, there is an inverse iso 
srphism, the other ma 
n 
. 
is 
anguage recogn 
[(a v ~(a, ii)* 
v ((Au A)*(& iib)(b, ii)*(btq 6a) 
Since the four expressions above are equivalent o dot-depth 2 regular expressions, 
and ~(4) =4. It is 
defined by tip+,9 = tlp3 (resp. UP& = U~J will be well defined and an onto morphism. 
So it suffices to prove that, for x = a or in (AS) (resp. (Ad)), then 
)), which is immedi iv-ides 
eorem 2.11. 
A consequence of Section 3.1 and t e computations of Section 3.3 is tht, if 
is an inverse monoid with two inverse (or equivalently M E 
then the B-classes o have maximal size 6 x 6. 
In addition, our method of proofshows that there are only finitely many 
automata on two letters, and hence that there exists a finite free inverse monoid in 
e~~erators, which is a subdirect product of the (finite) famil 
-inverse automata on two letters. fact, it is true 
ere exists a finite over any finite 
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